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 Milan Laser Hair Removal Bares Its Brand at Miami Swim Week® The Shows 

 Models and fashionistas alike learned about laser hair removal and celebrated 
 beauty in all forms. 

 Omaha, NE (July 8, 2024) —  Nothing complements a swimsuit quite like smooth skin. 
 That’s why Milan Laser Hair Removal was a natural pick to sponsor Miami Swim Week® The 
 Shows, the largest global swim festival with over 50 events, 100+ designers, and 20+ 
 satellite locations. 

 Bold, vibrant colors, artful innovations, and captivating cut-outs dominated the runways 
 during the four-day event that featured top and emerging global swimwear designers. To 
 celebrate, Milan Laser hosted exclusive events and giveaways in its Bare Bungalow 
 throughout the event. 

 Influencers and fashion editors dropped by Milan’s Bare Bungalow for photo ops, meet and 
 greets with brand ambassadors, and a chance to win free unlimited laser hair removal for 
 life. Models got to pop in between shows, and attendees cooled down while learning about 
 laser hair removal and scoring some coveted Milan swag. 

 Milan Laser was in the spotlight during the event’s Sunset Soiree as well as NEXT Impact 
 Panel, “Transforming Your Brand by Creating a Culture Around Wellness and Values”, 
 featuring Milan’s Chief Marketing Officer Sheila Ullery. 

 Milan Laser is the go-to destination for anyone wanting the best swimsuit accessory — 
 hair-free skin! Plus, every purchase includes unlimited treatments for life with no touch-up 
 fees, ever. With over 350 locations nationwide, its expert medically-backed team is 
 dedicated to providing safe, effective treatments for all skin tones. 



 "At Milan Laser, we help our clients become the most confident versions of themselves,” 
 said Ullery. “Milan is excited to be part of an event that lets everyone experience beauty 
 and confidence.” 

 Core to Milan Laser’s brand, Miami Swim Week® celebrates diversity and inclusion. All body 
 types and backgrounds are encouraged to look and feel their best with nothing standing in 
 their way—especially not unwanted hair! 

 For more information about Milan Laser Hair Removal, visit  www.milanlaser.com  . 

 About Milan Laser Hair Removal: 

 Founded in 2012 by two board-certified medical doctors in Omaha, Nebraska, Milan Laser 
 Hair Removal is the nation's largest laser hair removal provider. Milan Laser is a premier 
 employer with 350+ clinics in 37 states and 2,000+ employees nationally. Laser hair 
 removal is all Milan Laser does, performing more than 87,000 treatments each month. 
 Milan Laser provides life-long results for all genders and skin tones in a safe, judgment-free 
 environment. All treatments are performed by highly trained medical professionals with 
 top-notch medical protocols. Visit  www.milanlaser.com  to learn more! 
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